
delight the user by providing interesting animations in the loading screen. 
here, a rotating smiley face with loading text is overlaid on the loading 
destination screen  
 
           background should be dimmed (black at 15% opacity) 

intently

colour roles

design language system

#8CD2CC

primary buttons, buttons, 
borders, secondary text 
 

#8A9DFF

'total' calculations, status 
or date information

#CFD7FF

secondary background

#2D3142

primary text and selected 
states

#BCBCBC

inactive buttons - pending 
user's input to activate

#FFFFFF

primary background

we value the aesthetically pleasing use of colour, however we 
place further value on clear communication and how colour can 
support purpose of content. colour is to be used to 
communicate hierarchy of information, interaction and 
di�erences between elements 

teal #8CD2CC is used here in various formats to highlight 
interactivity: the primary search button, the dropdown arrows 
and the borders of the �elds  
 
�eld labels uses a variant of grey #BCBCBC as supporting 
information for our user 

whilst white is the primary background colour of intently, 
exception is made for areas we  require our user's attention for 
data input. in the account & feature set up, divide the screen 
into 2 - light purple #CFD7FF in the upper area details the 
input required, white in the lower area is where the user 
interacts

almost black #2D3142 is used for primary text, but also to 
highlight areas where the user has selected buttons 

Visuelt Pro is a sans serif typeface font. for intently, it is 
important to have an easy to read text that translates well 
across multiple screen sizes  
 
we advocate for simplicity and friendly elegance

interaction �elds & dropdowns

search label, pending input 

important sums and dates

deep purple #8A9DFF is used to highlight to the user 
important  elements to help them make sense of the 
information quickly, applicable elements include totals and 
dates 

from to when making 

a selection(s)

font

typography

examples

headline 1

headline 2

in-text link

body

Aa
font family

Visuelt Pro Regular

Visuelt Pro Medium

Visuelt Pro Bold

headline 1
Visuelt Pro Medium / 28 pt 

headline 2
Visuelt Pro Medium / 23.5 pt 

body spending totals

in-text primary links

Visuelt Pro Regular / 18 pt Visuelt Pro Regular / 18 pt / 8A9DFF 

Visuelt Pro Regular / 18 pt / #8CD2CC

common ui elements

progress indicators 

primary buttons

drop downs

pop outs (lightbox)

navigation bar

loading

short 

inactive

unselected

card unlocked

card locked

selected

long

active

collapsed

background + #000000 15% opacity 

rotating animation, background + #000000 15% opacity 

expanded

Continue

Continue

ASOS

ASOS

H&M

H&M

Missguided

Missguided

multi-select buttons

switches

segmented contols

search bar

All

All

Last week

Last 1 month

Last 2 months

Last 3 months

Time period

Time period

Add your own prompt

100 characters remaining

Add

Will boyfriend be mad at me?

Clear

Merchants CategoriesTimeline

Search

loading... 

if an activity can be completed in 4 steps or less, opt for a short progress 
indicator in the form of progress dots. if more than 4 steps, a proportion 
progress bar should be used to minimise the perception of high e�ort 

primary buttons can take any size but should always have rounded 
corners (28px used here, however adaptability is key depending on the 
size of shape)   

in instances where a user can select options, opt for multi-select buttons. 
a �lled state represents the selected state 

switches are to be used in "on/o�" or "locked/unlocked states"  
particularly for security controls or account settings

segmented controls are to toggle between di�erent representations of 
the same information, in this example users can switch views of how to 
see their spending information

when using search bars, label �elds and in-bar placeholder texts must be 
used where appropriate

drop downs should be used where there are 3 or more options of 
attributes for the user to choose from, if less, other methods of 
information input should be considered 

pop outs or a lightbox can be used as con�rmation modals or request of a 
di�erentiated form of user input. here the user can add a personal prompt 
when setting up a impulse pause preference  
 

navigation bar is required to be present at all times except in onboarding 
and sign up. user should be informed where they are in the product using a 
highlighted colour for the icon  
 
          never remove the labels in the navigation bar

icons used should support our users to complete tasks. they 
are to be used simply, informatively and build on the visual 
language of the design system 

should further icons require to be created, stay literal and 
represent the most basic idea or concept of the task. prioritise 
presenting the function 

do not reinvent establish icons, follow conventions 

do not use photographs 

do not use black & white illustrations 

always pair icons with text, the purpose of icons is to 
support through providing a visual cue to improve 
scanning, exception may be on established actions 
such as "back"  

mobile 

columns 
gutter width 
column width 
margin  

columns 
gutter width 
column width 
margin  

6 
7 
55 
24 

24 
18 
60 
45 

desktop 
the grid guidelines for intently across mobile & 
desktop provides su�cient �exibility to design 
simple to complex screens 

non-textual content  

colour & contrast 

formatting 

alt text should be integrated into non-textual content so that it can 
translated by assistive technology  

illustrations are to be used sparingly and in a rewarding manner, to 
motivate our user to keep up with intentional thinking and habits  
 
the design style of illustrations should replicate the act of collecting 
stickers: vibrant in colour, retro in feel and delightful  

illustrative stickers should be rewarded every time our user utilises their 
intentional preferences for example 
 
 

ensure WCAG compliancy. where possible, also attach alternative text to 
label �elds that use colour to convey information or elicit a response 

limit the need for two-dimensional scrolling when zoomed-in by 
constraining a page's width 

icons

add back info eye lock search exit heart refresh settings

when using pop outs the background should be dimmed (black at 
15% opacity) to ensure the pop out stands out  
 
user can clearly see how to exit the pop out at all times 
 
elements behind should not be interactable 

grids

accessibility guidelines

<img src=”Good vibrations sticker”.jpg” alt=” Retro and 
colourful sunset illustration with the text "Good 
vibrations” width=”240” height=”240”>

copy & language

do's and don'ts

we will use language that our audience uses: human & layman. intently's 
tone of voice is approachable and encouraging. positivity should ring in 
the copy here and there, the occasional exclamation mark, celebratory 
emoji and superlative words (like 'awesome') can go a long way to brighten 
things up 
 
our priority is to make our users' journeys of becoming their best 
intentional self 

don't over use superlatives, emojis & exclaimationsdo swap formal words for normal ones 
think about whether you would use them in your day to day 

do try to keep sentences under 20 words 
our users are busy humans 

illustrations

after setting up a preference

after validating a transaction with the impulse pause feature

after using the undo purchase feature

stickers accumulated can be presented to the user on their "intentional 
wall", which can be found in their pro�le 
 
the experience is designed for emotional engagement  

morehome spending walletpayments

home spending payments wallet more

unselected

selected 


